My perspective comes from two disparate directions: I have read nearly everything on adopting process innovations, and I have seen adoption succeed and fail in many software development organizations. What explains the difference between success and failure? The standard answers are about upper-management commitment and sponsorship, the ability or persuasiveness of change agents, the divisibility of the innovation, how disruptive the innovation is, and whether the change is planned and managed. All those are important, but I have seen something that is more powerful and more dominant: alignment with strategy. When the method is aligned with the organization's strategy, the adoption is much more often successful.
What's your strategy?
Sometimes strategy is called value proposition, which Jamie Fabian defines as To succeed, all organizations must meet a threshold in all three and then excel at only one. The selection and implementation of that one value proposition is the strategy, and everything in the organization must align to it to achieve high performance. If an organization's operations and its strategy do not align, a more efficient, aligned competitor can fill the gap, consequently taking away the first organization's customers.
Finding out what works
The Discipline of Market Leaders can serve as a filter or screen to see if a method will work for your organization. Take, for example, a new method that promises to improve product quality. This aligns with operational excellence, which usually involves being the lowest-cost provider because you offer the highestquality product in the marketplace. (Highest quality implies lowest price because the producer is not introducing errors and therefore does not have to incur the cost to detect, remove, or rework them.) If your organization does not seek operational excellence, a method that tries to achieve quality by, for example, instilling more discipline will appear antistrategic, and your software practitioners will not adopt it.
Imagine a method that emphasizes creativity. This aligns with product innovativeness, the proposition that your organization alone offers a certain combination of features. Innovativeness is inherently unpredictable; it cannot be usefully planned. So, risk management is the central skill required, and plans per se are not as important. (And we consumers and end users are well aware that when we are working with something new, we are much more tolerant of quality problems. In fact, we exchange our quality standards for innovation.) If your organization seeks product innovativeness, it is a prime candidate for the methods Martin Fowler describes in "Put Your Process on a Diet: Lightweight Methods."
If your organization seeks customer intimacy, its strategy is probably "one-stop shopping"-having an infinite menu. (Many information systems departments and providers fit this category.) Therefore, your organization offers a total solution, everything from a single source, all integrated and harmonious. You focus on the main capabilities you provide: flexibility and the ability to change quickly. So, for example, you need to be able to add a feature, field, or process at a moment's notice and not take long to implement it and not have a ripple effect. Accordingly, your organization should be driven toward methods that support an architecture, an overall picture of the total system that contains high barriers between functions to avoid side-effects.
Finding out what doesn't
The Discipline of Market Leaders can also help you determine which methods will not work for your organization. If you need to be architecture-centric, you are unlikely to be attracted to a method that permits architecture violations or is even architecture-neutral. If you are innovation-driven, quality needs to be only at the threshold set by the marketplace, which you can find out by benchmarking. Your quality only needs to be good enough. Making it better than the threshold provides no payoff because it is not a differentiator. If you are selling features, your development discipline needs to be only as good as the marketplace tells you, no higher. You would not likely be attracted to a method that imposed a great deal of discipline, because that would put you out of the feature business and into the predictability and quality business.
Triangulation
There is evidence in addition to The Discipline of Market Leaders that strategy alignment is critical for implementation success. In The Innovator's Dilemma, Clayton Christensen points out that during the typical life cycle of products and services, different factors (performance, reliability, convenience, and price) become differentiators. (For example, see Figure 1 , in which each parallel line marks a different market segment for the same set of products. Line 3 is the upscale line of products, 2 the midrange, and 1 the downscale.) When all the competitors offer those factors, they become commodities. So, depending on where you are in the cycle, you will select the method that optimizes the factor that is most important to your customers. You would select first a method that optimizes product performance, then later one that optimizes reliability, then later one that optimizes convenience, then finally one that optimizes cost. Of course, now other considerations creep in: Which software development or management methods provide a path from one factor to the next one in the series? Which methods preclude evolving to another method or tool? Which methods lock you into them so that you cannot easily progress as the cycle demands? I screen each new buzzword method by evaluating the value proposition it offers. If the method supports my strategy, implementation will likely be easy, all other things equal. If it doesn't, I don't consider it-the cure would be worse than the disease.
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